Birkbeck and the Institute of English Studies jointly announce *Appropriate Forms*, a one-day conference celebrating the range of the late Barbara Hardy’s work, from the nineteenth-century novel to modernism, from Shakespeare to creative writing.

£30 Standard rate/£20 Concessions
For more details, visit: ies.sas.ac.uk/events/event/8445

**APPROPRIATE FORMS: CONFERENCE IN HONOUR OF BARBARA HARDY AND HER WORK**

Tuesday 27 June 2017, Court Room, Senate House
Birkbeck and the Institute of English Studies jointly announce *Appropriate Forms*, a one-day conference celebrating the range of the late Barbara Hardy’s work, from the nineteenth-century novel to modernism, from Shakespeare to creative writing.

£30 Standard rate/£20 Concessions
For more details, visit: ies.sas.ac.uk/events/event/8445
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